
Thriller & Horror Film Character Profile 
After watching an array of various Thriller and Horror films in class, it’s your turn to create a brand new villain/antagonist 
for your very own film. Yay!!! :-) Can you come up with something better than what’s already out there? 
 
You must create a new character of any species you choose, as long as it appropriately fits within the Thriller and Horror 
genre. What’s appropriate? Anything. Fantasy? Reality? Anything. Create a somewhat detailed image of what this character 
would look like, along with any special characteristics that would add to the character’s personality or story (ie. Leatherface’s 
mask, Norman Bates’s personality disorder, etc.) You can label the picture if needed but be sure it portrays your character in 
the best way possible. Your character should also have a name.  
 
In addition to this image, I need a title for your movie with a timeline of events from beginning to end so I can clearly see 
where your story goes. Your timeline should include 7-10 plot points of no more than 2 sentences each as an outline for 
your film. Within your plot outline, please point out your inclusion of the other significant genre elements such as character 
development, setting, special effects, story background, thriller or horror scenes, timing, suspense, and audience impact. It 
may seem simple but A LOT goes into a suspenseful or scary film!!!! 
 
You should utilize one computer-sized sheet of paper for your assignment with the front side for a full-sized image of your 
character (and name) while the back is reserved for the story title and plot outline, etc. An example is shown on the back of 
this sheet. 
 

Be creative and push yourself! Come up with something different & unique!  
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   Norman Bates 
 
Title: Psycho 
 
a. Marion (protagonist - 
conflict) is having money issues 
and decides one day at work to 
steal money and run away.  
b. She comes upon a hotel as 
she’s too tired and paranoid to 
keep driving and decides to stay 

the night at the Bates Motel, an isolated motel in the middle of nowhere (setting).  
c. Norman Bates (villain/antagonist) is an awkward, simple young man who basically lives alone welcomes her 
and through conversation, reveals that he has a mother who lives with him, but is only seen through the family 
home upstairs window which is dark, creepy, and old.  
d. Etc etc etc. 
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